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Abstract—The frequent and basic approach for detecting the 

web application security threats by using web application 

scanner tools. These tools are based on methodology of static or 

dynamic. Still to this date both this approaches are used 

independently for web application vulnerability scanning and 

having its limitations and advantages. For protecting the web 

applications from different attacks, vulnerabilities should remove 

early. The innovative method called Cluster Based Java Input 

Injection Detection (CJIID) that can help to detect the 

vulnerabilities before its deployment has been proposed.This 

approach can reduce not only the cost of fixing the vulnerabilities 

but also saves time. The paper presentsthe new framework for 

detection of different types of web application vulnerabilities 

efficiently. The proposed method uses both static and dynamic 

analysis techniques in order to detect vulnerabilities present in 

web applications. CJIID approach helps in reduction of false 

positives and false negatives, cost, as well as the time required for 

fixing the vulnerabilities. The focus is on input injection 

vulnerabilities as they are most common vulnerabilities found in 

today’s web applications. Injection vulnerabilities are those 

vulnerabilities that are exploited by entering a malicious input 

value. The efficiency of this method is further improved by 

adding the clustering approach of web crawled input URLs. This 

is a automated technique.  

Keywords—Input Injection, Web vulnerabilities, dynamic 

analysis. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Web applications are highly exposed to attacks. Probability 
of a vulnerability being exposed, if it exists, is very high. 
Research by WhiteHat Security [7] confirms that over 80% of 
Web applications have vulnerabilities and the average site has 
56 serious vulnerabilities. The approximate time required to fix 
a serious vulnerability is 193 days [7]. Jeremiah Grossman [9], 
CTO of WhiteHat Security, calculated that it takes $4000 (40 
man hours * $100 per hour) to fix one vulnerability in a 
website. Cost to fix vulnerabilities found after deployment of 
an application is much more expensive than required for fixing 
it earlier in development cycle. To find vulnerabilities in early 
stage of development cycle, people use either manual code 
inspection technique or automatic code analysis technique. 
Manual code inspections are time consuming and expensive 
whereas, automatic code analysis is faster and less expensive. 
There are two common analysis techniques: static analysis and 

dynamic analysis. Static analysis can achieve high code 
coverage, but has low confidence on reported 
vulnerabilitieswhereas dynamic analysis has low code 
coverage, but high confidence. Dynamic code analysis is 
typically carried out at the end of development cycle when 
entire application is hosted in an application server. The risk of 
performing this analysis so late in the development cycle is 
reduced time to adjust any design and implementation. The 
most common web application security weakness is the failure 
to properly validate input coming from the client or from the 
environment before using it [10]. This weakness leads to 
almost all of the major vulnerabilities in web applications, such 
as cross site scripting, SQL injection, interpreter injection, file 
system attacks, and buffer overflows. Vulnerabilities exploited 
by manipulating user input are called as injection 
vulnerabilities. Open Web Application Security Project 
(OWASP) [5] top ten list contains most common web 
application vulnerabilities and flaws found in today’s web 
applications. Injection flaws are at the top position in the 
recently released list. To exploit injection vulnerabilities, 
attackers manage to manipulate the input. Thus, it’s safe to 
conclude that improper handling of the user input is the main 
cause of input injections vulnerabilities [10]. Vulnerabilities in 
Java programming language continue to be the most frequently 
exploited target [8]. 

Now aday’s web applications are highly vulnerable to 
different types of attacks. The probability of such attacks on 
web applications is very high. From recent study it is clear that 
80 % of web applications are vulnerable to different attacks 
and most of web applications are having the 56 critical 
vulnerabilities. For fixing such serious vulnerabilities takes 
total 193 days. There are different solutions that have 
beenprovided for the detection of such attacks on web 
applications. Vulnerabilities exploited by manipulating user 
input are called as injection vulnerabilities such as SQL 
injection, cross site scripting, XML inject, etc. To detect such 
vulnerabilities in web applications different vulnerability 
scanning tools are designed by various authors. These methods 
are either static or dynamic with their pros and cons.  Recently 
the hybrid approach for vulnerability detection before 
deployment of java web applications by using both static and 
dynamic analysis methods together in order to improve the 
accuracy performance. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY AND MOTIVATION 

Injection vulnerabilities are most common web security 
vulnerabilities. To address the problem of injection 
vulnerabilities, several solutions have been proposed which 
make use of static analysis [2], [13], [14], dynamic analysis 
[12], [17], or both techniques [1], [15], [16]. Static analysis is 
done by scanning the source or byte code of the application. 
Dynamic analysis is performed by actually running the web 
application with vulnerable inputs. The authors of [14], makes 
use of both analysis techniques to find buffer overflow 
vulnerability in a code written in C language. The performance 
of their tool depends on the correctness of the algorithm that is 
used for initial scanning of the code for marking functions. 
Yannis Smaragdakis [11] has also made many contributions 
about static directed testing. Some [1], [12] make use of static 
analysis to generate a test case for dynamic analysis which 
helps increase the efficiency and reduce the run time required 
for dynamic analysis. The work of extending the Findbugs to 
detect input injection is done in [2], but they only focus on 
static code analysis.  

The approach that is suggestedin CJIID make use of both 
analysis techniques, before application is deployed, to achieve 
high confidence on reported vulnerabilities in java web 
applications. Both analyses are performed before actually 
deploying the web application. The advantage of this approach 
is that the vulnerabilities present in the application can be 
known before deployment which can save a lot of cost required 
to fix it afterwards. 

A. Input Injection Detector Implementation 

 
The functions needed to build the detector. The functions 

are dividedinto six groups, i.e.  

1. Injection dataflow analyzer, is a dataflow analyzer to 
monitor whether a variable is contaminated or not and has been 
cleaned or not. 

2. Cleaner database manager is a database manager for 
collecting information about cleaner methods and fields and 
reading a knowledge database file. 

3. Return contaminated database manager, is a database 
manager for collecting information about return contaminated 
methods and fields and reading a knowledge database file. 

4. Sink database manager, is a database manager for collecting 
information about sink methods and reading a knowledge 
database file. 

5. Annotation detector is detector for collecting annotation in 
scanned code. 

6. Injection detector uses the dataflow analyzer for finding out 
the input vulnerabilities in code. This detector is also used for 
mark method that is being scanned as sink or return 
contaminated method. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1:Communication diagram of the first phase detector 

Fig 2:Communication diagram of the second phase detector 

 

B. System Design 

In the paper [4], the author has proposed the automatic 
vulnerability detection system for Java Web program 
(Vulnerability Detection System for Java). The system is 
mainly composed of the following modules: 

1) Language recognition and code conversion 

2) Dependency analysis 

3) Taint analysis 

4) Vulnerability detection engine 

5) Attack mode knowledge base 

6) Automata operation library 
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The Java source code can be converted into equivalent 
intermediate representation (IR) by lexical and grammar 
analysis. The well-designed IR preserves the structure 
information of the code and each element so that all can 
quickly locate and traverse the source code through IR. By 
traversing the IR, we can extract the statements dependency 
and method call dependency of the program.Meanwhile, author 
collect sensitive point by matching the sensitive API call while 
traversing the IR. Then author does the reverse taint 
dependency analysis for each fragile sensitive point based on 
the generated data dependency graph and method call 
dependency graph and construct the taint dependency graph 
from the fragile sensitive point to the pollution source. After 
that, author usesfinite state automaton to represent the possible 
value set of the tainted string and evaluate the taint value by 
using the automata operation library. Finally, it is realized in 
the program vulnerability detection by taking the intersection 
between the value of fragile sensitive point and the attack 
mode. 

Fig 3: Vulnerability Prediction Model 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Problem Statement 

The idea is to make use of both static as well as dynamic 
analysis to find the vulnerabilities present in a web application 
and also use the clustering algorithm for more efficiency. First, 
the code is scanned using a static analyzer. Then the results are 
collected, i.e. vulnerabilities that are detected by the static 
analyzer. To find whether the vulnerabilities reported by static 
analyzer truly exist, the dynamic analysis is performed. The 
dynamic analysis of a program will also report some 
vulnerabilities. The idea is to merge the results of both the 
analysis and report only those vulnerabilities that are reported 
during both analyses. In this way high confidence on reported 
vulnerabilities and low rate of false positives and false 
negatives can be achieved. 

 

 

 

B. Proposed System  

 

Fig 4: Vulnerability Detection Workflow 

Usually static analysis is done before software is deployed and 
dynamic analysis is performed after software is deployed. It is 
very time consuming as well as costly to fix the vulnerabilities 
after a software is deployed. To overcome this problem, a 
method is proposed in which both static and dynamic analysis 
can be performed in development phase. Our static analyzer is  

built by extending a static analyzer tool called FindBugs [2]. 
FindBugs works by analyzing the bytecode of a java program. 
A detector is written which can detect the specified bytecode 
pattern. A detector is a class which is able to detect one or 
more vulnerabilities. Every detector class is checked against 
the bytecode of a Java class to be analyzed. If any detector 
class finds a matching bytecode pattern, then it will report a 
vulnerability. On the other hand, dynamic scanners do not have 
access to source code. They detect vulnerabilities by actually 
performing attacks in a similar way as an attacker would have 
done. For example, to detect input validation error, a dynamic 
analyzer would have run the application using different 
vulnerable inputs. 

C. Implementation  

The system is divided in three modules. Module 1 is preparing 

a crawler to crawl web pages and get all details of the input 

web application. It takes input URL and crawls through all the 

pages, take the input and make it ready for analysis.   

In Module 2 the JIID approach in eclipse environment will be 

used to find the input vulnerabilities. A detector is written and 

is used as a plugin for Findbugs and try to find the input 

injection vulnerabilities. The name of our plugin is 

MY_T6_DETECTOR. The following screenshot shows the 

implementation of the detector over Findbugs plugin. 
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In Module 3, clustering approach is used to find the 

vulnerabilities and increase the efficiency and true positives. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results for static analysis have shown the improvement to 

detect the input injections in Webgoat 5.4 application                           

(OWASP Project). 

 

TABLE I: Webgoat scanning result for static analysis 

 

Vulnerabilities Existing Findbugs Our Detector 

 TP FP TP FP 

Input Injections 5 - 19 2 

Total 544 614 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Expected Performance (Time to detect) 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Expected Efficiency (True Positives) 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

To address the problem of injection vulnerabilities and to 

reduce the total cost and time required to remove the 

vulnerability, a method of pre-deployment vulnerability 

detection is proposed that uses both static and dynamic 

analysis techniques to detect the potential vulnerabilities 

present in the web application. If static analysis reports some 

vulnerabilities, then those vulnerabilities are tested using 

dynamic analysis to make sure that the vulnerabilities are 

actually present in the web application. The main focus is on 

Java EE web applications, but in future the plan is to extend  

this work to detect vulnerabilities in non-Java based web 

applications. 
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Fig 5: Screenshot for the static detector using Fingbugs plugin 
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